SRS Showday Tour 1996

Kensington - Broadmeadows

FLEMINGTON

RACECOURSE

& Flemington Racecourse

LINE

TOWER F

(01.07.1899)
01.11.1899
01.11.1907

26.10.1909
30.10.1910

29.10.1911
(13.04.1914)
(15.11.1915)
02.10.1918
05.07.1919
(03.09.1935)
18.03.1940
(12.05.1942)
17.10.1947
22.12.1949

06.09.1959
(24.01.1978)

1 distant (Post 27) and 1 home (Post 49) at Newmarket Cattle Siding. (SANP)
Temporary Block Post F established. Post 50 (Up and Down Homes) provided (WN 14, IR has 3 1.10, SANP)
Interlocked with 6 lever frame (4sig, 2fpl). Control provided on Up Home on Post 51? Two sets of facing
points in Down line opposite tower secured by lockbars interlocked with Post 49. Facing points in Down line
on Up side of Ascot Vale Road secured by Annett lock with duplicate lock on lever working signal on Post 50,
but only during passenger traffic (WN 44, IR)
One lockbar removed account alterations to Yard (IR)
Up and down lines tracklocked. Additional Post with Up and Down Home signals provided between Boxes F
and G. Posts renumbered. Annett lock removed to Tower G. Special instruction (actually older): Up Home on
Post 50 not to be cleared unless Up Home on Post 48 is clear or approaching train has been reduced to 4 mph
and the line is clear to Post 48 (WN 44, WN 43, IR)
New Up Home provided on Post 49 worked by Newmarket (WN 44, IR)
Posts 49 and 50 replaced by bracket posts (WN 15)
Post 5 1 replaced by a bracket post (WN 46)
Overhead alive from Newmarket Junction to Flemington Racecourse for testing purposes (WN 39)
Abolished account installation of power signalling (A.1332119, IR)
Post R.204 permanently in use. During Passenger traffic it will work as an automatic. At other times, the ‘A’
will be removed and it will be controlled from the Shunter’s Cabin. (PIN 36)
Calling-on signal provided on Post R.204. R.204 will continue to be an automatic during passenger traffic, and
a Home during other times. Calling-on worked from Shunter’s Cabin (WN 26)
Newmarket Substation Siding abolished (WN 19)
Levers controlling R.201 & R.204 moved from Shunters’ Cabin to Foreman’s Office (WN 43)
Alterations to switching facilities for Racecourse line. Lever C provided to work plunger on facing points at
Cattle Yards to avoid having to disconnect the points during passenger traffic. Homes R.201 and R.204 are
normally in use. Normally Home R.201 and Low Speed signal on R.204 are worked from Yard Foreman’s
office and Dwarf 6 applies to either Up or Down Racecourse Line. Lever C is normally locked normal by a
special padlock, the key of which is secured in a sealed box at Newmarket Junction. To open line for passenger
working, the Block and Signal Inspector inspecting the line will obtain the key from Newmarket and reverse
Lever C. This locks the facing points for main line traffic, removes Yard Foreman’s control over signals R.201
and R.204 and converts them to automatic signals, and makes Dwarf 6 released by Crossover 11. The Inspector
must then instruct the Signalman, Newmarket to reverse Catch 10, which will electrically lock Lever C reverse.
The Signalman must sleeve lever 10 reverse. Catch 10 relocated 55 feet further out and equipped with a switch
lock. Annett lock removed from Catch 10. Automatic signal R.201 converted to Home signal. Illuminated
Letter ‘A’s provided on Homes R.201 and R.204 (WN 38, IR, LS)
Renewal of point connections, bonding, etc, account renewal double compound 2-76-60 (CI)
Points leading from main line to DLV siding spiked (WN 4)
N~~ARKET

(22.09.1871)
(03.11.1871)
01.09.1872
(13.03.1885)
(21.05.1902)
(18.05.1904)
(03.08.1904)
(14.06.1905)
(06.07.1910)

STOCK YARDS

Contract let for construction of sheep and cattle station on racecourse branch. Robert McCall. #1825/5/O (GG)
Contract let for supply of sleepers for extending duplication on racecourse line. Robert Barbour. 5/5.5 per
sleeper (GG)
Newmarket Sheep Yards opened (CI)
Tenders called for erection fences, gates, etc at Newmarket Sheep & Cattle Yards (GG)
Tenders called for alterations and additions to cattle yards (GG)
Tenders called for additions to trucking yards (GG)
Tenders called for pitching at stockyards (GG)
Tenders called for erection of cattle race and crush (GG)
Tenders called for erection of sheep yards (GG)
ASCOT VALE ROAD (TOWER

01.11.1899
06.06.1904
01.11.1907
(??.??.1908)

G) (3 MILES 15 CHAINS)

Temporary Block Post G provided. Down Distant removed from Post 51 and replaced by an Up Home. Down
Home (Post G) provided (SANP, WN 14)
Post G abolished. Down Home moved to Post 5 1 which has been relocated to the Up side of Ascot Road gates
(WN 23)
Control by Tower F provided on Up Home on Post 51? Facing points in Down line on Up side of Ascot Vale
Road secured by Annett lock at Tower F. (WN 44, IR)
Gates always closed across line, except during special traffic (GA)
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(3 1.08.1908)

Up Home removed from Post 51 and moved to new Post 51A on Down side of gates (WN 35)
Additional crossover secured by Annett lock provided (WN 32)
Up and down lines tracklocked. Additional Post with Up and Down Home signals provided between Boxes F
and G and Boxes G and H. Tower G now works four signals. Two sets of points in Down line are secured hy
Annett locks. Posts renumbered (WN 44, SANP)
Crossover interlocked witb signals. Interlocked with 5 lever t?ame with one Annett lock (4 sig. lpts) (IR, Sk
I)
Posts 50.52 and 54replaced by bracke!Dosrs !WX 15)

05.08.1910
31.10.1910

31.10.1912
(13.04.1914)

30.10.1914
(09.11.1914)

(15.11.1915j
OZ.10.1918

05.07.1919

17.10.1934
(16.07.1925)

(15.12.1942)

1996

Krnsington

- Broadmeadows

& Flrmington

Racrcoune

New 7 lever frame B pattern frame provideS to ;ixxk Refuge siding (5sig. 2 pts j (IR)
Refuge siding provided between Box H and Box G to be used for the accommodation of empty trains as
required by Block Inspector. To be used for movements in the Up direction only. If the loop is already
occupied by a train, the Signalman musr ~‘a.?? r;le Driver (and. if being pushed, the Guard) (WN 45)
Post 51 replaced by a bracket post (WN 46)
Overhead alive from Newmarket Junction IO Fletingon
Racecourse for testing purposes. Signaimen and
Gatemen required from 1000 until testing finish ed each day. Crosses must he removed from the Home signa!s
(WN 39)
Mechanical signals replaced hy light signals (,A 1332/19, IR)

Crossover between Down Main line and Cattle Sidings connected to frame. Lever 7 formerly spare (IR, LS)
Crossover between Platform and Independent Roads on Up side of Ascot Vale Road has been abolished. New
facing main line crossover provided between Posts R.2 19 and R.226. New crossover secured for main line
traffic by plunger locks. Points and plungers electrically detected (WN 29)
Tancred Bros Siding (380’ Clear) provided leading off Refuge Siding. Points secured by hand locking bar and
padlock with scotch block in siding. (WN 50)
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18.11.1954

31.08.1955
14.04.1966
06.09.1959
21.10.1977
12.09.1986
06.09.1988

14.09.1988
03.11.1989

(01.07.1899)
01.11.1899
04.09.1906

10.10.1906

11.10.1906
27.08.1907
(??.??.1908)
30.10.1910

(13.04.1914)
31.10.1914
(09.11.1914)

(15.11.1915)
02.10.1918

(14.10.1918)
05.07.1919
(23.12.1924)

(13.01.1925)
(03.02.1925)

03.03.1925
10.03.1925
12.05.1925

& Flemington Racecourse

Green lens in Calling-on signal on Post 2 replaced by yellow lens (WN 48)
Alterations & renewals to trunk@ and cables near Ascot Vale Rd (CI)
Down end Annett Locked crossover abolished (LS, CI)
Renewal of point connections, bonding, etc, account renewal crossovers 3-9-36 and 3-l 1-39 (CI)
Crossover 7, hand worked crossover, and turnout renewed (CI)
Plunger locked crossover abolished. Connection to Refuge Siding abolished. Points 3 and Dwarf 5 abolished
(WN 36, LS)
Annett locked points leading from Down line to Cattle Siding removed. Duplicate lock on Lever 2 removed.
Lever 7 sleeved normal (NB Cattle Sidings removed by this time; points were previously out of service (WN
36, LS)
Post R.219 relocated from overhead stanchion to ground mast (LS)
Lever 7 removed. Locking and trough renewed (LS)

Epsom Road Show Siding (non-interlocked) had one distant (Post 51) and one home (Post 52) (SANP)
Quadrants at Epsom Road renamed Temporary Block Post H. Down Distant abolished and Up Home provided
on new Post H (WN 14, SANP)
Quadrants “I-Y replaced by Tower H. Whene.ver line is used for passenger traffic, crossovers will be connected
to tower; otherwise worked by hand. Post 52 replaced by bracket post. Interlocked with 8 lever frame (3sig,
lpts, 2fpl,2sp) (WN 36, JR has 03.09)
Disc signals and tramway catch points brought into use. Gates remain hand worked. Tramway authorities
responsible for lighting discs. When passenger traffic is running, Tower H will be in charge of a signalman and
the gates will normally stand across road. At other times, the gates will stand across the line and if it is
necessary to work gates an competent employee will be sent from Newmarket (+2tram) (WN 42, IR)
Double track tramway opened for traffic (Trolley Wire, Ott 76, ~33)
Interlocked wickets gates provided. Now 10 lever frame (IR)
Gates always closed across line, except during special traffic (GA)
Up and down lines tracklocked. Additional Post with Up and Down Home signals provided between Boxes G
& H. Additional Posts provided for Up trains (Note: Post 57 crossed during race traffic, Post 58 crossed during
showgrounds traffic). Posts renumbered. Now 13 lever frame (+3sig) (WN 44, IR, SANP has 31.10)
Post 54 replaced by bracket post (WN 15)
Catches provided in tram line instead of derails. Now 16 lever frame. (+lsig, +lpts) (IR)
Refuge siding provided between Box H and Box G to be used for the accommodation of empty trains as
required by Block Inspector. To be used for movements in the Up direction only. If the loop is already
occupied by a train, the Signalman must warn the Driver (and, if being pushed, the Guard) (WN 45)
Special instruction: Facing crossover only connected to frame during Show traffic, otherwise hand worked.
During race traffic, crossover spiked (WN 46)
Overhead alive from Newmarket Junction to Flemington Racecourse for testing purposes. Signalmen and
Gatemen required from 1000 until testing finished each day. The Down Homes on Posts 54 and 55 and the Up
Homes on Posts 56 and 58 will be in use. When the gates are across the line, trains must be held at Posts 54 or
58. The overhead current is automatically switched, but the level crossing gates are not interlocked and are
worked under the instructions of the Signalmen; before accepting instructions to open the gates for road traffic,
the Gatekeeper must satisfy himself that the Home signals are at Stop. Electric trains must not be permitted to
pass out of any siding in the vicinity of the Box unless the Block inspector is present and before giving
permission, the Inspector must ensure that all understand what is to be done and the gates are closed across the
road. The keys to the padlocks securing the points are held by the Signalman (WN 39)
New Down Home signal, Post 55B, provided. Will only be used in conjunction with testing electric trains (WN
41)
Power signals installed. (“lsig, -2pts) (A 1332/19, IR)
Tramway switchhouse and 15OOVsection switches at Epson Rd taken out of use. Tramway square now
permanently alive at 650V and Racecourse line unavailable for electric trains beyond airgap at Newmarket
substation (WN 52)
Northbound tramway disc and derail abolished account construction of subway. Northbound line continues to
be used (WN 2)
Absolute occupation of Up line between crossover at Tower H and crossover near Post R.226. All traffic will
work via Down line. ‘One Engine in Steam’ working to be adopted as far as possible, but if it is necessary for
two locomotives to be in the section, the Shunter’s in Charge are responsible for safety. Temporary buffer
stops provided in Refuge Siding (WN 5)
Racecourse line is now available for use by electric trains (WN 9)
Absolute occupation of Up line again (as before) (WN 10)
Absolute occupation of Up and Down lines and sidings beyond Post 56. Points in New Livestock Siding are
spiked to lie for dead end, and catch in Refuge Siding spiked open. Main lines baulked beyond Post 56.
Previous absolute occupation cancelled (WN 20)
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0.5.06.19i5

16.09.1925
1509.1947
18.11.1954

& Flemington Racecourse

Bridge provided over Flemington Road. New box provided with 15 lever A pattern frame on Down side of old
box. Absolute occupation cancelled (WN 23, IR, LS)
Points and Catch 8 connected to Box. Plunger 9 in use. Points 8 previously secured by Annett Lock with
duplicate lock on lever 8. Levers 8 dr 9 previously ‘dummy’ levers (WN 38, LS)
Dwarf 7 (two position lower quadrant) provided (WN 38 has 16.09, IR, LS has 25.11)
Green lens in Calling-on signal on Post 6 replaced by yellow lens (WN 48)
FLEMINGTON SHOWGROUNDS (3 MILES 45 CHAINS)

03.11.1883
07.11.1883
02.11.1888
28.08.1890
05.10.1890
18.08.1891
24.10.1898
(01.07.1899)
10.10.1906
(04.11.1907)
(04.01.1909)
30.10.1910

(13.04.1914)
30.10.1914

02.10.1918
05.07.1919
(02.10.1923)
(22.09.1925)
25.11.1947
18.11.1954
15.02.1973
15.03.1973
13.08.1985
12.09.1986

New semaphores at Agricultural Show Grounds (CI)
National Agricultural Society’s new grounds brought into use (CI)
Interlocked with 13 lever No 6 frame (6 spare) (IR)
Alterations to frame in connection with new components (+2work) (IR)
Lock put in between levers 3 and 9 (IR)
Apparatus worked in conjunction with Show traffic (IR)
Green light replaced white for clear (WN 16)
Ssig, 3pts, lfpl, 4sp (IR)
Post 55 replaced by bracket post with Down Home for Loop line. New post located on opposite side oflines.
Racecourse Down Distant for Loop line removed from Post 53 (WN 42)
Special instruction: Signalman to keep Up trains outside Post 55 when crossing Down trains to Loop Road
(WN 44)
Racecourse Distant for Main Line removed from Post 53 (WN 1)
Up and down lines tracklocked. Distant arm removed from Post 52 and control removed from Up Home on
Post 55. Two clearance bars provided. Special instructions: Points only connected to frame during special
traffic. Posts renumbered (-2sig, +2fpl) (WN 44)
Post 58 replaced by lop bracket post (WN 15)
Refuge siding provided to be used for the accommodation of empty trains as required by Block Inspector. Disc
on Post 59A must not be cleared unless Down line is clear to Post 61. Up trains must not be turned into siding
except by direction and in the presence of a Block Inspector (+2sig, lpts, lfpl) (WN 45)
Overhead alive from Newmarket Junction to Flemington Racecourse for testing purposes. (WN 39)
Power signalling. New 15 lever A pattern frame provided (A 1332/19, IR)
Class 2 Signalman (Class)
Poultry Dock extended by 75 feet (now 150 feet long) and electrified (WN 38)
Two position Dwarf 10 provided for movements from Platform to Loop line (WN 48, LS, IR)
Green lens in Calling-on signal on Post 2 replaced by yellow lens (WN 48)
Points 9 renewed. Lockbar 11 replaced by track circuit. Alterations account renewals (-lpt, -1fpl) (WN 9, IR)
Alterations account renewals points 9; Lockbar 11 abolished (+lpts, +lfpl) (IR)
Siding A and track to goods platform abolished. Levers 6,7, and 9 sleeved normal. Lever 11 sleeved reverse
(WN 33, IR, LS)
Crossover provided from Platform to Down line. Dwarf 10 converted to Home signal (WN 36, IR)
TOWER J

01.11.1899
10.10.1906
(04.01.1909)
30.10.1910
05.07.1919

Temporary Block Post J provided. Controls Up Home on Post 55 and works new Up Home on Post 57. Later
works 3 Homes (WN 14, SANP)
Post 55 replaced by bracket post with Down Home for Loop line worked from Box J. New post located on
opposite side of lines. By this date, Up Home on Post 57 worked from quadrant at foot of post (WN 42)
Left hand arm on Post 55 now worked from Box J instead of Racecourse Box (WN 1)
Up and down lines tracklocked. Up Home removed from Post 55 to new Post 62 (WN 44)
Abolished account installation of automatic signalling (X 1332119, IR)
TOWER K

10.10.1906
05.07.1919

By this date, Up Home on Post 57 worked from quadrant at foot of post (WN 42, SANP has 01.11.1889)
Abolished account installation of automatic signalling (X 1332/19, IR)
FLEMINGTON RACECOURSE (4 MILES 7CHAINS)

28.02.1861
01.07.1864
27.08.1867
??.11.1867
(12.06.1885)
31.10.1885
(24.09.1886)
26.10.1886

Line opened (Jockey Club meeting). Line owned by Melbourne & Essendon Railway Company (VR62)
Line closed account financial failure of company (VR62)
Company sold to government (VR62)
Line to Racecourse reopened for Cup meeting (VR62)
Tenders called for construction of brick platform wall (GG)
Interlocked with 59 lever No 6 pattern frame (4 spare) (IR)
Tenders called for tar paving platform (GG)
New disc from No 6 Road to A Roads (+lsig) (IR)
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02.11.1888
01.11.1889
(04.03.1895)
10.08.1897
24.10.1898

Additional signals. Frame extended to 61 levers (+4sig) (IR)
Additional signal (+lsig) (IR)
On race days commencing with the Autumn meeting, horses may be unloaded at the platform (WN 35)
New diagram. Posts 5 1 to 68 on line (WN 8)
Green light replaced white for clear. Point indicators replaced point discs (WN 16)
28sig, 17pts, 16fp1, Osp (IR)
Up Home provided on Post 57 (worked from Tower J) (WN 14)
Down distant for Loop line abolished (-lsig) (IR)
Junction relaid slightly further out & Posts 56 & 57 relocated accordingly. Post 56 replaced by bracket post
with two dolls. 0 class engines not to run on line. (WN 33)
Catch points provided in Engine Roads F and G. Ground disc 69 provided in Engine Road G. Disc replaced
arm under bracket of Post 61. Special instruction: Discs on Posts 60 & 61 only to be used for shunting; the
Loop is a Down running line only (WN 44)
Left hand arm on Post 55 now worked from Box J instead of Racecourse Box. Distant removed from Post 53
(WN 1)
Up and down lines tracklocked to racecorse; only Up Home on Post 57 actually tracklocked. Posts
renumbered. Remaining Distant abolished (-lsig, +lpts) (WN 44, IR)
Signalbox now first class (WN 48)
New ground disc Post 69A provided (set back from C to No 1 or No 5 Road) (+lsig, +lcont, -2pts, +lfpl)
(WN 44, IR)
Outer 5 Roads renamed ‘A’ through ‘E’, and inner 5 roads renamed ‘1’ through ‘5’. Point indicators provided
on points to Engine Roads and on points in Up Main line. Arm underneath bracket on Post 67 replaced by disc
(WN 46)
Overhead alive from Newmarket Junction to Flemington Racecourse for testing purposes. Signalmen required
from 1000 until testing finished each day.(WN 39)
Class 1 Signalman (Class)
Disc 40 on Post 67 relocated to Ground Disc 68. Disc 24 (Ground Disc 68) relocated to new Ground Disc 68B
located between D and E roads. Disc 25 on Post 69 relocated to left hand side of post. (WN 41, IR, LS)
Engine Road F abolished. Points 44 and Ground Disc 39 abolished . The hand points connecting Nos 2 to 3
and 4 Roads were abolished (WN 37, IR, LS)
Nos 1 and 5 Roads terminated 20 feet in advance of the down end of each platform (WN 39)
Relocation of cross bonding account removal of trackwork at Down end (CI)
Points 6 renewed. Signal 76 relocated 15 feet in down direction (WN 9)
Points 9 and Plunger 11 renewed. Existing track locking of Plunger 11 not altered; held by backlock on Signal
12 (CI)
No 4 Track abolished between Loop Line and buffers. Loco track abolished. Crossovers 6.7, 8,20.28, and 45
abolished. Points.Catch 27 abolished. Homes I,2 (Post 76), 10, 11 (Post 71), 30 (Post 64), 34 (Post 69), and
57 (Post 63) abolished. Home 41 (Post 67) fixed. Discs 12 (Post 74), 13 (Post 75), 14 (Post 69B), 24 (Post
68B), and 32 (Post 66) abolished. Posts 69B, 71,74, & 76 abolished. Levers 1,2,4 - 14,20,24,25,27,30,
32, 34, 36,41,43,45, & 57 sleeved normal. Levers 16,28,29,37,46
& 47 became pilot levers. (WN 33, IR,
LS)
Home 58 (Post 63) abolished. Dwarf 62 provided and Ground Disc Post 68 converted to Dwarf. Lockbars 17,
21,35,48,50,54,
and 55 removed. Clearance bar 60 removed. Sparelevers and Pilot levers 16,28,29,37,46,
& 47 removed (WN 36, IR, LS)

(01.07.1899)
01.11.1899
10.10.1906
(10.08.1907)
(04.11.1907)

(04.01.1909)
30.10.1910
(27.11.1911)
01.11.1915
(15.11.1915)

02.10.1918
(02.10.1923)
06.10.1924
27.08.1929
24.09.1963
24.12.1964
14.02.1973
15.03.1973
13.08.1985

12.09.1986
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(3 1.08.1908)

Up Home removed from Post 5 1 and moved to new Post 5 1A on Down side If gates (WN 35)
Additional crossover secured by Annett lock provided (WN 32)
Up and down lines tracklocked. Additional Post with Up and Down Home sjiimals provided between Boxes F
and G and Boxes G and H. Tower G now works four signals. Two sets of po i!nts in Down line are secured by
Annett locks. Posts renumbered (WN 44, SANP)
Crossover interlocked with signals. Interlocked with 5 lever frame with one ALnnett lock (4 sig, lpts) (IR, SLR
I)
Posts 50, 52 and 54 replaced by bracket posts (WN 15)

05.08.1910
31.10.1910

31.10.1912
(13.04.1914)

Kensington

- Broadme

%-

30.10.1914
(09.11.1914)

(15.11.1915)
02.10.1918

05.07.1919

17.10.1934
(16.07.1925)

(15.12.1942)

!( ldows

~

81 Flemington

Racecourse

New 7 lever frame B pattern frame provided to work Refuge siding (5sig, 2 pt.s) (IR)
Refuge siding provided between Box H and Box G to be used for the accommodation of empty trains as
required by Block Inspector. To be used for movements in the Up direction only. If the loop is already
occupied by a train, the Signalman must warn the Driver (and, if being pushed, the Guard) (WN 45)
Post 5 1 replaced by a bracket post (WN 46)
purposes. Signalmen and
Overhead alive from Newmarket Junction to Flemington Racecourse for
Gatemen required from 1000 until testing finished each day. Crosses must be emoved from the Home signals
(WN 39)
Mechanical signals replaced by light signals (A 1332/19, IR)

Crossover between Down Main line and Cattle Sidings connected to
Crossover between Platform and Independent Roads on Up
facing main line crossover provided between Posts R.2 19 and
traftic by plunger locks. Points and plungers electrically
Tancred Bros Siding (380’ clear) provided leading off Refuge
padlock with scotch block in siding. (WN 50)
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